
Hair clip Fairytale
Instructions No. 2446
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 3 Hours

Your child wants a hair ornament that is romantically playful and perfect for a princess or fairy. Our idea with the wings on
a hair clip is super cute and can even be made by children themselves with a little help. Ideal for children who love
decorations in their hair or for the next fancy dress party.

This is how you design the hair clip:
Place the template under the shrink film (the rough side of the film is on top) and transfer the individual motifs with the liners.

Colour individual areas to taste with fibre painters.

Cut out the motifs. Shrink the shrink film in the oven according to the package instructions.

Then seal the painted side with spray paint for extra protection. In our example, we chose a spray with glitter for extra shine.

Cut foam rubber to clasp size and glue this to the top of the clasp mechanism. Decorate with Flaky Glue and glitter stones and glue on ribbons.

Now glue on the wings:

Start with the "big" wing and glue it flat onto the barrette. As soon as the glue has dried, glue on the two small parts at a slight angle. Support the wings while
they are drying to keep them in position.

Article information:



Article number Article name Qty
707046 Shrink foil, 3 sheets 1
87143302 Hair clip mechanism 1
762410 Pigma Micron case, set of 3 1
13333 STAEDTLER Double-fibre painter with brush tip, 18 pcs. 1
762298-01 Marabu do it GLITTERGlitter-Silver 1
756631-01 Glitter Flaky GlueWhite 1
652124-02 VBS Foam rubber, 2 mmWhite 1
715645 VBS Gemstones "6 colors", 6 cards of 500 pieces 1
412124-39 Satin ribbon, 3 mmPink 1
415712-80 Organza ribbon, 3 mmWhite 1
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